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Take a Course at The Clevely Chiropractic College

Crowd Descends on Beach Resort Seeking Pleasure

Water Sports Attract Many While Musical Program Is Amusement for Others.

One of the noteworthy and most extensive events of the week was the arrival of a large number of visitors at the beach. Some of them had spent the day swimming, sunbathing, and playing various water sports. A musical program was also presented, providing entertainment for the visitors. The event was well-attended, with many people enjoying the activities and the pleasant weather.

1200 Persons Marvel at Big Building Exposition

Many Seriously Interested in Home Pay Visit

Prof. Carol Amoreno incidence Real Need of Bulding; Rufus Chase Speaks.

Almost 1200 people—nearly half of the total number present—visited the building exposition in the city. A well-known architect named Prof. Carol Amoreno discussed the importance of building and the real need for buildings. He emphasized the necessity of having adequate housing for everyone.

LETTER OF BOSTON FIRM LIKENED TO 'MONKEY WRENCH'

Lokal Anzeiger of Berlin Prints Communication at Time of Americans' Visit

The LOKAL ANZEIGER, the leading Berlin newspaper, printed a letter from a Boston firm that was likened to a 'monkey wrench.' The letter, dated July 12, makes reference to a recent American visit and discusses the interaction between the Americans and the Germans. The article is of great interest to those who study international relations.

THIRD INTERNATIONAL IS STANDING BY I. W. W.

NEWS CLASSES IN SALESMANSHIP

BEGIN EVENING

Kelsey-Jenney College

NEW CLASSES IN SALESMANSHIP

West Ads for good businessmen in the sale of faith and hope.

Why not prepare yourself for the great world of business? Kelsey-Jenney College offers new classes in Salesmanship that will help prepare you for success in the field.
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